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Abstract

Buildings are responsible for 38% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and, therefore, path-
ways to reduce their impact are crucial to achieve climate targets. Building stock energy models
(BSEMs) have long been used as a tool to assess the current and future energy demand and envi-
ronmental impact of building stocks. BSEMs have become more and more complex and are often
tailored to case-speci�c datasets, which results in a high degree of heterogeneity among models.
This heterogeneity, together with a lack of consistency in the reporting hinders the understanding
of these models and, thereby, an accurate interpretation and comparison of results. In this paper we
present a reporting guideline in order to improve reporting practices of BSEMs. The guideline was
developed by experts as part of the IEA’s Annex 70 and builds upon reporting guidelines from other
�elds. It consists of �ve topics (Overview, Model Components, Input and Output, Quality Assurance
and Additional Information), which are further subdivided into subtopics. We explain which model
aspects should be described in each subtopic, and provide illustrative examples on how to apply the
guideline. The reporting guideline is consistent with the model classi�cation framework and online
model registry also developed in the Annex.

Keywords: Building Stock Energy Models, Urban Building Energy Modelling, Model Reporting,
Energy Epidemiology, IEA Annex 70

1. Introduction1

Buildings will play a critical role in meeting climate change goals. The global buildings and2

construction sector are together responsible for over a third of the global �nal energy consumption3

and 38% of total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [1]. Furthermore, annual emissions from the4

building sector continue to increase, driven by improved access to energy in developing countries,5

larger ownership and use of energy-operating appliances, and rapid growth in global buildings �oor6

area [1]. To achieve the Paris Agreement goals, the global building stock needs to transition to being7

net zero carbon, highly e�cient and resilient by 2050 [2].8

Building stock energy models (BSEMs) o�er a tool to assess the energy demand and environ-9

mental impact of building stocks, and can demonstrate and evaluate pathways for reducing their10
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energy demand and respective GHG emissions [3]. Here, we de�ne BSEMs as models that (a) repre-1

sent multiple buildings that are often - though not always - geographically co-located; (b) produce2

energy use metrics as an output; and (c) generate out-of-sample predictions. BSEMs can be used3

to evaluate policy scenarios [4, 5, 6, 7]; energy planning in an urban context [8, 9, 10]; assess life4

cycle performance of building stocks [11]; develop refurbishment strategies [12, 13, 14], and assess5

health impacts [15, 16]. Historically, BSEM have encompassed a range of approaches, and recent6

developments in the BSEM �eld have focused on bottom-up methodologies [17, 8]. This develop-7

ment has been driven by widening access to building-speci�c data, in the form of building registries,8

3D city models, and energy performance certi�cates, and increasing computational capabilities. As9

such BSEMs have become more and more complex. Moreover, due to the case-speci�c nature of10

the data availability, BSEMs are usually tailored to the speci�c datasets and vary widely in terms11

of their structure and outputs resulting in a high degree of heterogeneity and structural uniqueness12

exhibited among BSEM [17]. Langevin et al. [17] gives a more detailed overview and classi�cation13

of the state of the art of di�erent BSEM approaches.14

The heterogeneity of BSEMs, together with a lack of consistency in the description and reporting15

of the models often hinders understanding of the model, impeding accurate interpretation and/or16

comparison of results. This is a known issue in other domains such as agent-based and medical17

modelling [18, 19]. In these �elds, the issue has been partially addressed through the development18

of dedicated reporting guidelines and protocols that aim to bring transparency and consistency to19

reporting on models and their results. The overall aim being to increase robustness of and con�dence20

in reported results. [18, 19, 20, 21].21

In order to be relevant, reporting guidelines need to be tailored to the domain in question, as22

model aspects and methodologies di�er from one �eld to another. Thus far, a dedicated reporting23

guideline for building stock energy modelling has been lacking and documentation of BSEMs is often24

poor and inconsistent. In this paper, we present a novel reporting guideline tailored to BSEMs in25

order to improve reporting practices in the �eld of building stock energy modelling. The guideline is26

intended to provide a simple and structured tools for when preparing reports and manuscripts and27

with a minimum list of information needed to ensure transparency and clarity. The guideline was28

constructed by modelling experts as part of the International Energy Agency’s Annex 70 on Building29

Energy Epidemiology; the guideline builds upon and adapts existing reporting guidelines from other30

�elds [18, 19, 20, 21] and is informed by a recent review of modelling approaches, which was also31

carried out within the Annex 70 [17]. The reporting guideline together with the model classi�cation32

framework presented in Langevin et al. [17] will be complemented with an online registry of BSEMs33

as part of work in Annex 70 to increase the transparency within the �eld of building stock energy34

modelling.35

2. Building Stock Energy Model Reporting Guideline36

The aim of the reporting guideline is to provide a consistent structure for the description of37

BSEM and their results (see Table 1). Doing so will help readers, reviewers and other interested38

parties �nd relevant information about a model, thereby facilitating interpretation of model results39

and creating the potential for replicability including scaling of BSEM-based research and services.40

The guideline can be used to generate stand-alone reports describing a model, to guide substantive41

or supplementary descriptions in journal publications, and for internal or promotional business42

documentation purposes. For instance, planners or program managers in governments and utilities43

procuring BSEM-based services can bene�t from improved consistency in model documentation. In44

a recent review study, a preliminary version of the guideline has even been used as a guideline to45

collect information on existing models [22].46

The guideline is structured into �ve topics (Overview, Model Components, Input and Output,47
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Quality Assurance and Additional Information), which in turn are broken down into individual1

subtopics each of them linked to guiding questions to help researchers to interpret the content of2

di�erent sections. The Overview section gives general information and context of the model and its3

aim and scope, drawing from the quadrant-based model classi�cation scheme of Langevin et al. [17]4

to describe the model’s high-level structure. Based on that, the Model Components section delves5

deeper into di�erent aspects of the model and their underlying methodologies. In the Input and6

Output section, the main model inputs and outputs are described, giving readers a detailed view on7

what it takes to apply the model and what results might be expected. Next, Quality Assurance sum-8

marises results from sensitivity and uncertainty assessments of the model as well as documenting9

the model’s main limitations. In the Additional Information section, further details about the model10

such as implementation, access and funding are documented.11

The set-up of the guideline provided in Table 1 is meant as a way to structure and group di�erent12

relevant aspects about a given model. In practice, some subtopics can be combined or even left out13

in order to adjust the guideline to a given model. Another way to use the guideline would be to14

simply use it as a checklist to see if all necessary information is included in an already existing15

model documentation.16

To help researchers and anyone else seeking to apply the guideline for the �rst time, a tem-17

plate is provided in the Online Appendix along with example applications to di�erent BSEMs. In18

the following sections di�erent topics and subtopics are explained further including through guid-19

ing questions and extracts from examples provided in the Appendix. This exempli�es the required20

content per topic and sub-topic.21

Table 1: Structure and guiding questions of di�erent aspects of the reporting guideline.

Topic Subtopic Guiding questions
Overview Aim and scope What is the overall aim and scope of the model? What

are the main use cases addressed?
Modelling
approach

What is the general modelling approach and how is it
structured? What are the main model parts and compo-
nents and how do they relate to each other? What are the
key steps in the modelling work�ow?

System bound-
ary

What are the system boundaries (temporal, geographical,
building types, energy services, economic sectors, etc.) of
the model?

Spatio-temporal
resolution

What is the spatio-temporal resolution on which energy
demand calculations are performed? What are common
spatial and temporal aggregations on which outputs are
reported in relation to use cases?

Model
components

Building stock How are buildings and the building stock represented and
characterized in the model? What building attributes are
used to characterize buildings on either an individual or
archetype basis?

People How are people (e.g. occupant behavior) represented in
the model?

Environment How is the environment (e.g., climatic, policy, economic,
context) represented in the model? How does the model
account for spatial di�erences in these environmental
aspects?
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Topic Subtopic Guiding questions
Energy How are energy demand (useful, �nal, primary) and re-

lated performance indicators (e.g., GHG emissions) as-
sessed?

Costs How are costs (capital and/or operational) assessed?
Dynamics How are building stock dynamics (i.e., changes of the

stock over time) modeled? Which of the above aspects
are modeled dynamically? Which of these dynamics are
endogenously de�ned, what is modeled endogenously?

Other aspects Are there other relevant aspects of the model not covered
by the above?

Input and output Data sources What are the primary data sources used for the model
and how they are structured?

Data processing How has the data been cleaned, matched or otherwise
processed to become input into the model?

Key assumptions What are the main input assumptions made to address
any information gaps in the data and/or model system?

Scenario What model inputs are introduced or modi�ed to describe
a scenario?

Output
parameters

What are the main model outputs? At what levels of ag-
gregation and in which formats are they available?

Quality
assurance

Calibration With what method(s) and sources of information has the
model been calibrated? What was the outcome?

Validation With what method(s) and sources of information has the
model been validated? What was the outcome?

Limitations What are the (current) limitations of the model and its re-
sults? How do modelling assumptions or data limitations
a�ect the model application and/or interpretation of the
model results?

Uncertainty What are key sources of uncertainty in the model? With
what method(s) or sources of information has the uncer-
tainty of the model and results been assessed? What was
the outcome?

Sensitivity With what method(s) and sources of information has the
sensitivity of the model and results been assessed? What
was the outcome?

Additional
information

Implementation What software, programming language, packages, li-
braries or other models are used in or necessary for the
model to be used?

Access Who owns the model? To whom and under what li-
cence/condition is the model and the necessary data
available?

Funding and
contributors

How has the model development and/or underlying re-
search been funded?

Areas of
application

In which geographical areas and for what use cases has it
been applied?

Key references What are key references showing previous applications
and documenting the model and its parts?
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2.1. Overview1

The overview section of the reporting guideline is ‘abstract’ of the model which includes a high-2

level description of the model. It is structured into four subtopics: aim and scope, modelling ap-3

proach, system boundary, and spatio-temporal resolution. This topic is important to quickly com-4

municate a model’s overall structure and focus as well as the relevant system boundaries.5

2.1.1. Aim and scope6

This section covers the overarching aim and scope of the model, which is critical for under-7

standing the design choices made by the modelers. This section should give a brief description of8

the aim (i.e., the overall purpose of the model) and scope of the model (i.e., the extent of the area9

or subject matter the model covers). It should also include a brief description of how the model10

is used. Answers might include aims such as policy evaluation, urban energy planning, building11

energy retro�t strategy development, energy poverty identi�cation and alleviation, utility conser-12

vation and demand management program planning, etc.13

Guiding questions: What is the overall aim and scope of the model? What are the main use cases14

addressed?15

Example (SimStock):
SimStock is a Python-based modelling platform which combines data from multiple sources to au-
tomatically generate dynamic building energy simulation models ready to be executed by Energy-
Plus [1], an open-source whole-building energy modelling (BEM) engine. Typical applications of
SimStock include analysis of competing retro�t strategies, exploring potential for integration of re-
newable technologies or energy storage systems, overheating analysis and identi�cation of indoor
air quality risks.

16

2.1.2. Modelling approach17

This section summarizes the model’s overall design (top-down vs. bottom-up) and degree of18

transparency (black-box vs. white box) using the quadrant-based classi�cation scheme of Langevin19

et al. [17] as a recommended guide. This allows a reader to identify the model design at a high-level.20

Additionally, this section provides an overview of key model components, how they relate to each21

other, and the main steps in the modelling work�ow, i.e. the steps in how the model moves infor-22

mation from input through to output when executing it. High-level information in this section is23

expanded upon in the following sections (e.g., section 2.2 Model Components). Answers report the24

model’s classi�cation quadrant(s) and high-level modeling technique(s) (e.g., “Q1 (system dynam-25

ics)”; “Hybrid Q1/Q4 (techno-econometric/end-use distribution)”, etc.) per the guidance in [17]) as26

well as describe the high level work�ow of the model.27

Guiding questions: What is the general modelling approach and how is it structured? What are28

the main model parts and components included in the model and how do they relate to each other?29

What are the key steps in the modelling work�ow?30

Example (ABBSM):
The ABBSM applies a bottom-up modeling approach that falls into the hybrid models of classi�ca-
tion quadrant Q4 (Bottom-up white box models) according to the classi�cation of Langevin et al.
(2020) as it applies a physics-simulation to simulate energy demand in combination with an agent-
based modelling approach to model building stock dynamics.

31

2.1.3. System boundary32

The system boundary section encompasses the main delimitations of the model in terms of33

boundaries of systems covered. This information is necessary for a reader to interpret the boundaries34

and use-case applicability of modelled results and allows for direct comparison between di�erent35

models. Such boundaries may include its temporal boundaries (i.e. the time span covered by the36
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model), geographical boundaries (i.e. the geographical area covered), the covered typologies (i.e.1

residential, commercial, healthcare, etc.), the covered sectors (i.e. what political, economic, social,2

technological, environmental, legal, activity or end-uses, etc. areas are covered) or the covered en-3

ergy services (i.e. does it only cover heating demand or also other energy services such as ventilation,4

appliances, cooling, etc.). Possible system boundaries for di�erent dimensions are:5

• temporal: Current state, future scenarios until 20506

• geographical: National, regional, city, district, portfolio7

• economic sectors: Residential, non-residential, industrial8

• building types: Single-dwelling buildings, multi-dwelling buildings, o�ce buildings, etc.9

• energy services: Space heating, hot water, space cooling, ventilation, appliances, lighting10

Guiding questions: What are the system boundaries (temporal, geographical, economic sectors,11

building types, energy services, etc.) of the model?12

Example (SimStock):
SimStock covers both domestic and non-domestic building stocks and accommodates mixed-use
buildings. The geographic boundary is determined by the input data;temporal boundaries are de-
termined by the weather data assigned to the EnergyPlus simulation. Models are limited to thermal
and electrical energy consumption within the buildings.

13

2.1.4. Spatio-temporal resolution14

This section covers model resolution in terms of its spatial and temporal aspects. Temporal res-15

olution consists of time step (e.g. sub-hourly, hourly, daily, monthly, annual) and time frame or16

period over which data inputs were obtained and outputs produced, including baseline and future17

scenarios. Ultimately, the use case will guide the temporal resolution on which outputs are required.18

It is good practice to identify the main temporal resolution on which energy demand calculations19

are performed and common time steps to which outputs are aggregated according to use case. Time20

frames will vary and may be reported using speci�c implementations as examples. Spatial resolu-21

tion describes the spatial scale and scope or geographical extent covered by a models inputs and22

outputs (e.g. County, climate zones, city, district, individual building). For example, buildings data23

may be obtained at the dwelling unit level for the extent of an entire municipality. Spatially ag-24

gregated outputs are also generated in service of use cases. It is good practice to identify the main25

spatial resolution on which energy demand calculations are performed as well as any other common26

geographic aggregations for which outputs are produced, according to use case. For models that are27

explicitly spatial, it is also good practice to describe the common georeferencing attributes to which28

other variables are linked.29

Guiding questions: What is the spatio-temporal resolution on which energy demand calculations30

are performed? What are common spatial and temporal aggregations on which outputs are reported31

in relation to use cases?32

Example (Scout):
Results are assessed and reported down to the regional level, where region options are selected by
the user and include American Institute of Architects (AIA) climate zones [2], U.S. Energy Informa-
tion Administration (EIA) Electricity Market Module (EMM) regions [3], or U.S. states. The model
typically uses a time step of one year, though for measures that a�ect electricity demand under as-
sessment of EMM regions, users may re-attribute annual results for individual EMM regions down
to an hourly time step and report results using this �ner temporal resolution.

33

2.2. Model components34

This section goes deeper into the design of the di�erent components (parts/modules) that make35

up the complete BSEM. In particular, it has sub-sections describing the modelling design and as-36

sumptions for the Building stock, People, Environment, Energy and Cost, components of the BSEM,37
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followed by a discussion on the implementation of Dynamics in the stock. This information is cru-1

cial for users trying to understand at a deeper level how a model works and the nuances of outputs2

of the model. The general structure of the BSEM in which these parts are organised and connected3

should already have been discussed in the Overview section under sub-section Modelling approach4

(2.1.2) and should therefore not be repeated here. This section however, should contain a short in-5

troductory paragraph summarizing the major design choices of each of the components and any6

pertinent speci�cs, in order to succinctly communicate more detailed design information.7

2.2.1. Building stock8

The modelling of buildings is at the core of any BSEM, but many di�erent approaches exist.9

This section covers the modelling choices for the building characteristics (technical, geometrical10

and other physical building attributes) and as well as general representation of buildings (e.g., on an11

individual, archetype, or other aggregation basis), and the more detailed attributes of these repre-12

sentations. This includes the level of detail (LOD) of the geometry that is included, both indoors (e.g.13

is there room-level information or not, what appliances are in the building?) and on the exterior (e.g.14

size and orientation of each window or general window to wall ratio). Including this information is15

important to understand how closely tied a model is to its source data, or if alternate (e.g., newer)16

data could be used instead. This section also includes how these attributes are selected. E.g., for17

an archetype approach, the selection and number of archetypes and their attributes based on input18

data should be discussed under this sub-topic. Examples for di�erent building representations are19

individual building, building archetypes and statistical sample of buildings. Examples of building20

attributes are building type, age, �oor area, building geometry, characteristics of envelope compo-21

nents (walls, windows, doors), mechanical systems such as heating, ventilation and air conditioning22

(HVAC), building usage, etc.23

Guiding questions: How are buildings and the building stock represented and characterized in24

the model? What building attributes are used to characterize buildings on either an individual or25

archetype basis?26

Example (RE-BUILDS):
The model applies multiple archetypes. For the residential building stock, the archetypes are de�ned
by dwelling type, cohort, and renovation state. For the non-residential building stock, the archetypes
are de�ned by building type and energy performance level. Renovation of buildings may or may not
lead make the buildings change energy performance level. Each archetype has the attributes average
energy intensity, energy mix and use of local renewable energy sources.

27

2.2.2. People28

This section covers modelling of the people using, occupying and interacting with the buildings.29

Human behavior has a signi�cant impact on building energy use that interacts strongly with the30

technical components of the building stock, so it is important to capture these aspects in the re-31

porting protocol. Again, this builds upon the general design approach and goes into details about32

speci�c attributes. The general modelling assumptions are the representation of people (e.g. as �xed33

occupancy schedules, as autonomous individual agents or as interacting families). The discussion of34

speci�c attributes is focused on their impact on the behaviour of the people in the model (e.g. socio-35

economic status, age, gender, preferences, etc.) and how behaviour is further taken into account in36

the modelling.37

Guiding questions: How are people (e.g. in terms of occupant behavior) represented in the model?38

Example (SimStock):
Occupants are represented by �xed schedules for occupancy, ventilation behaviour, equipment us-
age and setpoint temperatures. A range of schedules are developed per use-type and assigned ran-
domly to introduce an element of diversity.

39
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2.2.3. Environment1

The description of the environment and the interaction between the environment and buildings2

and people are to be described in this section. The environment includes all external in�uences3

on the behaviour of the buildings and people in the model (e.g. climate, policy, economy, physical4

context). This includes both the macro level (e.g. economic cycle), the meso level (e.g. urban heat5

island e�ect) and the micro level (e.g. shading by local structures and greenery). Each of these6

elements can be included in the BSEM directly as inputs or be contained in sub-models. These7

elements all heavily in�uence resulting building stock energy use, so it is important to capture if8

and how they’re accounted for in the model.9

Guiding questions: How is the environment (e.g., climatic, policy, economic, physical context)10

represented in the model? How does the model account for spatial di�erences in these environmen-11

tal aspects?12

Example (SimStock):
Policy and economic context are not included in the model. Climate is de�ned by the weather �le,
typically a single �le is used per city. Solar shading within a user de�ned radius is incorporated
during geometry processing.

13

2.2.4. Energy14

In this section, the modelling of energy �ows in the BSEM is discussed. This includes type of15

modelling (e.g. �rst principles based dynamic multi-zone heat loss simulation, energy intensity es-16

timation, etc.). It can also include further details about the internal resolution of energy calculations17

for speci�c energy uses (e.g. higher frequency modelling of a speci�c energy use in the background18

as opposed to lower, aggregated resolution of outputs). Examples may include energy demand of19

building based on measured utility data, through hourly building energy simulation based on Ener-20

gyPlus, through monthly building energy simulation based on standard ISO EN 52016-1, and annual21

energy demand assessment based on heating degree days, etc. Each of these di�erent energy �ow22

methodologies has di�erent implications for the accuracy of the simulated results, so it’s important23

to acknowledge the selected approach.24

Guiding questions: How are the energy demand (useful, �nal, primary) and related performance25

indicators (e.g., GHG emissions) assessed?26

Example (RE-BUILDS):
Yearly average energy intensities per archetype is applied to the simulated stock and distribution to
archetypes. Energy need intensities for heating and domestic hot water are applied together with
assumptions on energy mix, system e�ciencies per energy carrier and extent of local renewable
energy production. Electric load is added in addition.

27

2.2.5. Costs28

This section presents a discussion of the calculation of costs and how they interact with the other29

components of the model. Examples of such interactions include decisions to invest taken by the30

people in�uenced by the expected return on investment and non-energy bene�ts, such as aesthetic31

upgrades, etc. In the real-world, cost is an important driver of building energy use, so it is often32

accounted for in BSEMs.33

Guiding questions: How are costs (capital and/or operational) assessed?34

Example (ABBSM):
The model assesses the life cycle costs of building measures (reinstatement, retro�t or replacement)
for both building envelope components and heating systems. The model calculates investment,
maintenance and operation as well as energy costs of these technologies and thereby covers the
entire life cycle costs.

35
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2.2.6. Dynamics1

The dynamics of the building stock are all processes that change the composition of the stock in2

terms of buildings, people, environment, energy and costs over space and time. This section includes3

a discussion on how and with what methodologies these processes are modeled in the BSEM. Build-4

ing stock dynamics are highly complex as well as highly in�uential on building stock energy use,5

so the inclusion of these in the BSEM should be well-described. Examples of di�erent methodolo-6

gies to model building stock dynamics are based on �xed renovation and construction rates, using7

agent-based methods, or on system dynamics. An example of dynamics in the Environment aspect8

of BSEMs is the representation of climate change: considered following a prede�ned scenario or9

including a feedback-loop with the results of the BSEM (e.g. calculated building thermal balances10

impacting the heat islands being considered).11

Guiding questions: How are building stock dynamics (i.e., changes of the stock over time) mod-12

eled? Which of the above aspects are modeled dynamically? Which of these dynamics are endoge-13

nously de�ned, what is modeled endogenously?14

Example (RE-BUILDS):
The core of the model is the long-term development of the building stock resulting from the pop-
ulation’s demand for �oor area in buildings of various types. For all years, the demand for �oor
area A in buildings of type t is simulated by multiplying the size of the population which is using
the given building type Pt with the corresponding average demand for �oor area per person AP in
building type t [...]. This gives the total demand for �oor area and hence the building stock size and
its distribution to various building types for each year, At.

15

2.3. Input and output16

This section describes the necessary inputs and generated outputs of the BSEM. In particular, it17

outlines necessary data sources, required data processing and assumptions made therein and struc-18

ture and resolution of model outputs. If relevant for a given BSEM, inputs associated with di�erent19

scenarios can also be described. These sections are critical for communicating the outputs of a model20

and the necessary data (as well as any introduced data bias) within the BSEM.21

2.3.1. Data sources22

BSEMs are typically highly data intensive models and often tailor-made using speci�c datasets.23

As such, a description of the data used for the case presented is essential in order to understand how24

the model works, what level of detail it is designed for and the use cases to which it might plausibly25

be applied. In this section the (main) data sources for the model are outlined and described. Where26

possible for each source, the relevant information on type of data (e.g. energy consumption, build-27

ing characteristics, stock forecast, etc.), data publication/collection year, sample size (if appropriate),28

author name / institution, website and DOI (if available) should be included in the description. Ex-29

amples of di�erent sources might be building registries, energy performance certi�cates, 3D city30

models, census data, building typology descriptions, survey data, etc. Where the model is depen-31

dent on particular data sets which cannot be substituted, this should be clearly noted.32

Guiding questions: What are the primary data sources used for the model and how they are33

structured?34

Example (SimStock):
Data sources depend on the study area. Models of UK cities are based on Ordnance Survey data for
building footprints. LiDAR data is used for building heights and to identify di�erent footprints on
di�erent �oors, UK Buildings Survey (building age), Valuation O�ce Agency (property tax data for
use classes). Building fabric and occupancy details are based on national standards.

35
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2.3.2. Data processing1

Many BSEMs process input data to some degree before the main modelling tasks are performed,2

especially if they built on microdata such as building registries, energy performance certi�cates or3

similar. Typically, many data cleaning steps such as removal of outliers and duplicates, �lling in4

missing values, and matching and merging of data sets are needed in order to prepare input data5

for use in the model. These steps should be described in this section, citing the reason for each step6

and implications for modelling results. This is necessary to communicate any uncertainty or bias7

introduced into the BSEM by these procedures.8

Guiding questions: How has the data been processed to become model inputs?9

Example (ABBSM):
Data from di�erent sources outlined under data sources [...] is processed and merged in order to
generate a representative synthetic building stock according to the methodology described in (Nägeli
et al., 2018). The method is structured into three steps: [...]

10

2.3.3. Key assumptions11

In order to address information gaps in input data and/or model system, BSEMs often rely on12

several assumptions to �ll these gaps. These assumptions are not always made explicit when docu-13

menting model results, which hinders transparency of results, so it is critical to include these in the14

reporting protocol. In this section key assumptions made regarding input data and in model design15

should be documented.16

Guiding questions: What are the main input assumptions made to address any information gaps17

in the data and/or model system?18

Example (SimStock):
Key assumptions are:
• Floor to ceiling height is taken from VOA data where available or assumed to be 3m.
• Building fabric data is inferred from age and function data.
• Building services are based on ideal-loads with e�ciencies added in post-processing.
• Occupancy, equipment use and set-point temperature schedules are assigned stochastically

based on use type.

19

2.3.4. Scenario20

A common use of BSEMs is to model building stock scenarios over time or investigate the e�ect21

of large scale implementation of measures across the stock [23]. Knowing which model parame-22

ters are considered in scenario development is important for understanding how scenario results23

are generated, interpreting the results and guiding alternative scenario generation using the same24

model. This section should therefore outline the main parameters comprising a typical scenario25

and describe how they a�ect model outcomes. This section is intended for models with predictive26

capabilities and can be omitted for informational models whose aim is to simply describe the status27

quo of the building stock. Example variables that may be modi�ed include: number of residents28

and employees, number and type of new construction, number and type of retro�t(s) to existing29

dwellings, equipment penetration rate, utility rate increases etc..30

Guiding questions: What model inputs are modi�ed to describe a scenario?31

10



Example (RE-BUILDS):
The Baseline scenario assumes a development that would have been likely if zero emission tech-
nologies as part of the ZEB concept are not introduced. Here, new construction is according to the
TEK 17 standard in the period 2020-2024, which is the current conventional building code for new
built in Norway. From 2025 onwards, new construction is assumed to be according to the Norwe-
gian passive-house standards (Standards Norway, 2013, 2012). Furthermore, the Baseline scenario
assumes that buildings that are renovated are energy upgraded corresponding to current practice
until 2035. From 2035 onwards, advanced renovation with higher energy savings is assumed. [...]

1

2.3.5. Output parameters2

BSEMs can often deliver a multitude of di�erent results at di�erent levels of aggregation, not3

all of which might be shown in a given report or publication. In order to understand a models4

capabilities, it is therefore important to clearly describe what kind of outputs or results it is able to5

produce and at what level of detail.6

Guiding questions: What are the main model outputs? At what levels of aggregation and in which7

formats are they available?8

Example (RE-BUILDS):
Building stock development: Stock development during the period under study, and the stock’s
distribution to types and archetypes. Delivered energy: Aggregated delivered energy per year for
the total stock, per building type, per construction period or per energy carrier. Scenario speci�c.
Average energy intensity: Average energy intensity across the entire system, per square meter or
per person. Scenario speci�c. GHG emissions: GHG emissions per year for the total stock, per
building type, per construction period or per energy carrier. Scenario speci�c and according to the
�ve variants of the emission intensities for electricity.

9

2.4. Quality assurance10

Quality assurance of simulation models is most often discussed in the context of the software11

itself, for example in the development of the BESTEST procedures which de�ne standardised testing12

procedures against which simulation tools are validated [24]. However, these procedures relate to13

the simulation of individual buildings and focus on “testing a software package’s ability to model14

thermal processes associated with the building envelope”. For building stock energy models which15

couple the energy demands (and potentially interactions) of large numbers of individual buildings16

and frequently integrated assessment of the impacts of speci�c policy drivers, veri�cation of the un-17

derlying simulation tool is a necessary but far from complete element of model quality assurance. As18

a result, the model reporting guidelines focus on the following critical aspects of quality assurance:19

calibration, validation, limitations and uncertainty.20

2.4.1. Calibration21

The �ne-tuning of model parameters within carefully speci�ed ranges to allow the model output22

to be matched to a speci�ed “ground-truth” value, typically the measured energy consumption but23

sometimes an output from an existing veri�ed model or statistics. It should be recognised that cali-24

bration is almost always an under-determined problem and a degree of heuristic insight is typically25

required. It is unlikely that any one calibrated solution is the true value and therefore a better ap-26

proach is to search for a small set of plausible solutions [25] . Therefore, it is important to note that27

a model is only calibrated for the temporal and spatial resolution for which the calibration exercise28

was undertaken. For example, a model calibrated using annual energy consumption data cannot be29

considered to be calibrated if used to produce monthly outputs [26]. In order for readers to judge30

the validity of a model in a given application it is therefore important to know how it has been31

calibrated, which should be described in this section.32

11



Guiding questions: With what method(s) and sources of information has the model been cali-1

brated? What was the outcome?2

Example (ABBSM):
The model decision model and the resulting retro�t and heating system adoption behaviour has
been calibrated based on the historic observed adoption behaviour in the Swiss residential building
stock. The results of which are documented in (Nägeli et al., 2020a).

3

2.4.2. Validation4

In simulation modelling, validation is the comparison of the model output against the “ground-5

truth” value. The acceptable deviation from the ground-truth value depends on the speci�c context6

of the model. For BSEMs there is typically signi�cant variation between validation results at the ag-7

gregated and individual building scale [27], therefore validation results should always be presented8

at multiple levels whenever possible and feasible to increase transparency on the modeled accuracy.9

Guiding questions: With what method(s) and sources of information has the model been vali-10

dated? What was the outcome?11

Example (ResStock):
For the End-use Load Pro�les project, ResStock was validated against multiple years of elec-
tric utility AMI/LRD for regions that weren’t the speci�c focus of calibration. This is de-
tailed in a forthcoming project report (expected early 2022). More information can be found at:
https://www.nrel.gov/buildings/end-use-load-pro�les.html.

12

2.4.3. Limitations13

BSEMs as any kind of model inherently have di�erent limitations in terms of functionalities14

and the results they can produce due to simpli�cations and assumptions made in the modelling15

process and/or the speci�cities and limitations of the training data set in case of calibrated or fully16

data-driven models model. In this section, these model limitations and its results should be clearly17

described in order to aid in interpretation of the results.18

Guiding questions: What are the (current) limitations of the model and its results? How do19

modelling assumptions or data limitations a�ect the model application and/or interpretation of the20

model results?21

Example (ABBSM):
Known limitations of the model are documented and discussed in detail in Nägeli et al. (2020a,
2020b, 2018), as summary of which is given here: The use of synthetically generated building agents
makes it possible to represent the heterogeneity in the building stock, however, as the di�erent input
distributions are assumed to be independent from each other the method may lead to unrealistic
combinations of attributes in some cases. [...]

22

2.4.4. Uncertainty23

Due to the complexity in the models as well as the often incomplete data used in BSEMs, model24

results are inherently uncertain. In this section, the sources of uncertainty in the model and its25

results should be documented and described. Ideally this is done in combination with a quantitative26

assessment of the uncertainty using established uncertainty analysis methods. At the time of this27

publication, uncertainty modelling is not common practice for BSEMs, but it is critical for improving28

the quality, con�dence, and transparency of the BSEM �eld.29

Guiding questions: What are key sources of uncertainty in the model? With what method(s) has30

the uncertainty of the model and results been assessed? What was the outcome?31

12



Example (Scout):
Quantitative assessment of model uncertainty has not yet been undertaken; principal uncertainties
likely arise from the following modeled elements: Measure installed cost and performance inputs
and existing equipment stock turnover rates may vary widely across locations, individual building
con�gurations, and consumer segments, and disruptive changes to technology characteristics may
occur that are unforeseen in the building technology policy roadmaps that Scout relies upon to
inform prospective e�ciency, �exibility, and fuel switching measure de�nitions. [...]

1

2.4.5. Sensitivity2

The complexity of BSEMs means that relationships between inputs and outputs may not be3

intuitive for readers. With large numbers of input parameters, understanding those which are key4

drivers of model output is important for understanding. While model sensitivity is driven in part by5

the uncertainties inherent in the input parameters used to describe a speci�c case or location, for6

complex models it is also a function of model structure. The relative importance of di�erent sub-7

models or ranges within which di�erent operating regimes are often unknown without sensitivity8

analysis. Consequently, while sensitivity analysis results cannot be assumed to be consistent across9

all use cases, they provide essential information to aid the interpretation of model results. Scenario10

analysis, while useful for exploring variations due to particular narratives of change, should be used11

as an adjunct to and not a substitute for Sensitivity Analysis. The non-linear nature of BSEMs means12

a Global Sensitivity Analysis approach such as the Sobol method [28] or Elementary E�ects method13

[29] is strongly preferred.14

Guiding questions: With what method(s) has the sensitivity of the model and results been as-15

sessed? What was the outcome?16

Example (SimStock):
An initial sensitivity analysis has been undertaken indicating that set-point temperatures are the
most in�uential parameter. This was stable across a range of di�erent Global Sensitivity Analysis
methods [3]. The impact of �oor to ceiling height and assignment of building fabric types was not
considered in the analysis.

17

2.5. Additional information18

This section covers additional information on the model for any interested parties to understand19

the context of the model as well as for potential new users to consider whether the model is accessible20

and suitable for use in support of policy, programs or research. This topic should include how the21

model is implemented, in terms of software requirements for use of the model, the accessibility for22

new users, transparency in terms of listing funding resources and intellectual property, geographical23

areas where the model has already been applied as well as the key references. This information is24

necessary to ensure that the model can be located, accessed, and sources of funding or bias are25

acknowledged.26

2.5.1. Implementation27

The implementation section should describe software packages, libraries or other models that are28

used in or necessary for the model to run (either embedded or coupled). It should also specify which29

programming languages have been used to develop the model. This is necessary for identifying30

any prerequisites as well as any software-speci�c intricacies of the BSEM. Examples of the software31

and programming include: Excel, Access, HOT2000, Open Studio, Sketchup, EnergyPLUS, ArcGIS,32

Geomedia, MapInfo, FME, SAS, SPSS, Python, Ruby, C++, SQL, etc.33

Guiding questions: What software, programming language, packages, libraries or other models34

are used and necessary for the model to be run?35
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Example (RE-BUILDS):
The residential building stock model is a combined Excel/MATLAB model, where inputs and outputs
are given in Excel whereas the model is run in MATLAB. The non-residential building stock model
is implemented in Excel.

1

2.5.2. Access2

This section explains how to access the model and ancillary information to make use of the3

model and generate results. Aspects related to intellectual property include model ownership, who4

can typically access the model and on what basis, and licensing approach and type. Data sharing5

agreements required to access key data sets should be mentioned. If it is an open source model, a link6

to the code repository could be included. Contact information for a developer or other proponent7

should be provided. This information is necesesary for communicating with any potential users of8

the BSEM.9

Guiding questions: Who owns the model? To whom and under what type of licence is the model10

and the necessary data available?11

Example (SimStock):
UCL Energy Institute are the owners and developers of the SimStock modelling platform, for access
see: https://www.ucl.ac.uk/energy-models/models/simstock

12

2.5.3. Funding and contributors13

The transparency section seeks to provide information on funding. It should also include the14

list of authors and acknowledgments for the various parts and contributions to the model. This is15

important both to acknowledge the organisations funding the development of the BSEM as well as16

to reveal any funding-related bias in the BSEM.17

Guiding questions: How has the model development and/or underlying research been funded?18

Example (ResStock):
Most of the core development of ResStock has been funded by the U.S. Department of Energy Build-
ing Technologies O�ce. Enhancements and user-speci�c features have been developed by a range of
organizations, key contributors include the Bonneville Power Administration and the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power.

19

2.5.4. Areas of application20

The areas of applications refers to both the geographical (i.e. region, country, city, district, etc.),21

as well as subject areas of application (i.e. assessing and monitoring, forecasting, strategy develop-22

ment, etc.). This is important to understand how existing users have deployed the BSEM. Examples23

of geographical areas are: EU27, Germany, Berlin, Wedding. Examples of areas of application are:24

spatial analysis of renewable energy sources in Copenhagen.25

Guiding questions: In which geographical areas and for what use cases has the model been ap-26

plied?27

Example (ABBSM):
The model has been originally developed and apply to the building stock of Switzerland. How-
ever, versions of the model have also been applied to model the building stock of France, Germany,
England, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain, Poland, Belgium and Slovenia.

28

2.5.5. Key references29

The purpose of this section is to provide the reader to �nd further information and examples of30

use. To this end, a list of key references should be provided, referring to sources where the model31

has already been described and/or applied. For example, reference to a more detailed technical32

14



description of the model and model parts (e.g. in pseudo code, UML, etc.) or an online code docu-1

mentation can be given (e.g. HTML based code documentation using the open source tool Sphinx2

for Python-based models [30]).3

Guiding questions: What are key references showing previous applications and documenting of4

the model or parts of the model?5

Example (RE-BUILDS):
Sandberg, 2017: Dynamic modelling of national dwelling stocks. Understanding phenomena of his-
torical observed energy demand and future estimated energy savings in the Norwegian dwelling
stock. PhD thesis. Sartori et al., 2016: Dynamic dwelling stock model – model description and
exempli�cation for Norway Sandberg et al., 2014b: Segmented dynamic dwelling stock model Sand-
berg et al., 2014a: Sensitivity analysis for the segmented dynamic dwelling stock model [...]

6

3. Discussion and Conclusion7

This model reporting guideline should be used as a tool by authors, reviewers, and journal edi-8

tors, in order to promote best practices in reporting building stock models and their results. It is our9

hope that through the application of the guideline the transparency and understanding of BSEMs,10

their results and their reliability, are improved. In addition, that making use of the guideline also11

o�ers bene�ts to modellers in terms of providing a clear framework for how to describe and report12

their models, which should make it easier to write as well as read model documentation as it will13

have a consistent form. Moreover, using the guideline as a checklist seeks to ensure that important14

information is not omitted in reporting. Lastly, using a standardised format for model documen-15

tation will make reporting modelling results in future publications more straightforward as (parts16

of) the documentation can be reused. For readers, the guideline will make it easier to �nd relevant17

information about a model, which will also make the comparison of di�erent models more straight-18

forward as highlighted by the recent review study based on a preliminary version of the guideline19

[22]. A limitation identi�ed in this review is that because models are continuously being improved,20

any model description should be viewed as a snapshot in time with more recent improvements not21

captured. Secondly, while the guideline is comprehensive, certain details may be intentionally or22

unintentionally omitted by developers. For example, private sector developers will describe their23

models in less detail to protect their intellectual property.24

Further to the description in this article, to assist users in the application of this guideline we also25

provide a template document which can be used by modelers to describe their models. Moreover,26

we also provide example applications of the guideline in the description of models developed by the27

authors in the Online Appendix. These examples highlight di�erent ways of applying the guideline28

to di�erent types of models and at di�erent levels of detail. These examples show that despite the29

guideline giving some boundaries in what and how models should be reported on, there is still plenty30

of freedom to adapt and tailor the guideline to a given model or set of models for reporting purposes31

as well as adjusting the length, make-up and level of detail of the model description to the intended32

purpose.33

The �eld of building stock modelling and its modelling methods are still very much evolving34

and with it are its reporting requirements. The reporting guidelines presented here are therefore35

designed to be �exible enough to be applied to di�erent model types and applications. Therefore,36

as the guideline is applied more and more and with it the knowledge around reporting on BSEMs37

accumulates, there will be need for an adaptation of the guideline in the future as has already been38

done in other �elds [31, 18].39
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